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When we wanna shop for shoes made from textile, then our destination should be the Converse
shoes. The original canvas shoes today comes in various materials like denim, hemp, printed
textiles, rubber and leather. In addition the late basket ball player Chuck Taylor made them popular
by adopting them as his preferred shoe and lending them his name.So, when you buy this shoe, you
know you are buying a piece of history as these shoes got their name and fame as Chuck all stars'
only after the great player. Although made popular by the sports legend these shoes made their way
into the fashion arena, as they were worn by the then popular rock bands such as Ramones and
more lately by Kurt Cobaine of the Nirvana band, U2 guitarist and the Edge.

Keeping up with the demands of the customers, Converse in collaboration with John Varvatos,
came up with the sprint grip slip on shoe that is a slip on stylish sneaker with canvas and leather
upper, a fabric lining, and a rubber out sole for durability. Wear them with jeans or any casual out fit.
These are great for quick changes too, as the slip ons save on time and easy to pull off and on. A
good choice, when you are travelling long distances so as to be able to take off and put your feet up
or to slip them right back on and walk from gate to gate! Converse canvas shoes have crept from
sports to fashion so smoothly that it is difficult to trace back how exactly it happened. Today the
shoe has evolved through the use of stylized shoe laces, (including mismatched or printed shoe
laces), writing or drawings on the shoe, from blacks and whites to multi coloured or printed, which
makes it a global favourite. The Converse Draugen Hi 106104 is an example of trendy, hot and
happening shoe with leather and canvas patchwork and the Converse All Star logo on the side. The
gold and black shoe is a combination of culture and creativity with the graphics drawn by Converse
artists and comes with a red shoe tongue tag and red eyelets and foot bed. That's not all - a portion
of the money that it is sold for goes to the Global fund to fight AIDS and tuberculosis. So gift this to
your young teenage son and you are sure to see him go to school on time everyday!

Although Converse online are cheap and available on numbers of stores, you need to check the
reliability of the website before you make the purchase. Hidden charges are something that you will
have to be bewaring of. You also need to exercise the same caution when you buy converse online.
Reading online reviews is a good way of zeroing in upon the right store. With a reliable store, you
can make the right purchases that last with you for years.

Keeping up with the demands of the customers, Converse Canvas Shoes with jeans or any casual
out fit. The footwear industry is also in on the act, with shoe manufacturers everywhere constantly
bringing out new styles to suit current trends and the demand for it with each new generation of
fashion-conscious shoppers. And one thing that really makes the company stand apart is the fact
that they produce these shoes that are of high quality as well as are very much comfortable to wear.
So if you are really fascinated about the leather wear then the best thing that you can do is
purchase the Leather Converse shoes. The leather that is used in the manufacturing of these shoes
is of finest quality and thus they are the perfect, match to your personality.
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with much more information about a Converse Canvas Shoes, pay a visit at  
Converse Canvas Shoes where you can buy it with high satisfaction.
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